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Date:  March 19, 2019 

To:  Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council 

From:  Landscape Maintenance Districts (LMD) 83-1 and 86-1 Advisory Committee 

Subject: LMD Advisory Committee Report and Recommendations 
 
This memo presents the report from the Landscape Maintenance District (LMD) Advisory Committee for 
LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1 related to the status and future of these two LMDs and associated landscape 
maintenance areas.  The report includes our observations, findings, proposals and recommendations 
from our six month review and analysis of the LMDs, including: 

• Goals 
• History 
• Financial Status and Budgets 
• Maintenance Status 
• Maintenance Areas 
• Failed 2018 Ballot 
• Engineer’s Report 
• Opportunities and Risks 

 
INTRODUCTION 
The LMD Advisory Committee appreciates the opportunity to propose a strategy and recommendations 
for improving and maintaining the landscaped areas within the two districts following the failed 
assessment increase ballot in May 2018.  Our Committee of 13 members (Attachment A), all property 
owners within LMD 83-1 and 86-1, has met eleven times since October 2018.  City of Poway staff has 
been extremely helpful in providing us with information, data, tours and feedback as we evaluated the 
issues and developed our proposals and recommendations. 
 
GOALS  
The LMD Advisory Committee established several key goals: 

• rehabilitate the landscaping in the two LMDs to a level that improves aesthetics for the 
residents and businesses within the LMDs, and ensures that these public spaces reflect the 
appearance and general welfare that ALL residents desire and have come to expect of Poway 

• address fire and life safety issues not just for the LMDs but for the entire city, related to the 
overgrown trees and ground debris, particularly along Twin Peaks and Espola roads  

• reduce/stabilize ongoing costs to maintain the LMD landscaping to bring them in line with 
recurring revenues so that maintenance is sustainable over the long term  

• establish a cost sharing formula that makes sense and is fair to both the property owners and 
City 

• ensure success of a second ballot to generate the revenues necessary to preserve the 
landscaping and sustain the LMDs into the future.  
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RISKS OF DOING NOTHING 
This report will present in some detail the basis for the planning, implementation and funding strategy 
developed by the Advisory Committee to achieve the established goals.  The Advisory Committee 
realizes that its proposals and recommendations resulting from this strategy are no small undertaking 
and will require a significant short term financial commitment from the City for success.  Therefore, we 
also assessed the potential outcomes and risks associated with not pursuing the proposed strategy – the 
risks of doing nothing.  These potential risks warrant consideration when reviewing the Advisory 
Committee proposals and recommendations as they could lead to undesirable consequences for the City 
as well as the LMDs.  Briefly, the scenarios that could result should we not take action now (or should 
the re-ballot fail) include: 

• Increased Fire and Life Safety Risks:  The LMDs would continue to deteriorate (particularly the 
trees) exacerbating fire and life safety issues.  Should this occur, the City would likely be forced 
into a position to address the tree issue independent of the LMDs, since the LMDs are not in a 
financial position to do so themselves. 

• Loss of “Special Benefit”:  The ongoing deterioration of landscaping and trees could result in the 
loss of any “special benefits” to the LMDs.  Without special benefits, the LMDs would likely be 
able to make the case that they should be dissolved, which would result in loss of existing LMD 
assessment revenues.  The City could find itself in a position in which it must increase funding 
over the long term to address landscape maintenance and safety issues without LMD revenues. 

• Confused and Concerned Constituency:  Should the aesthetics and safety of the major 
thoroughfares within the LMDs deteriorate further, residents and property owners could look to 
the City to “make the situation right”.  Powegians are proud of their City and expect the City to 
provide the services necessary to justify that pride.  Residents and property owners outside the 
LMDs don’t differentiate between who is funding maintenance, and will look to the City for 
solutions.  

• City Ends Up Paying More:  A goal of the Advisory Committee is to get the LMDs to a state that 
is manageable over the long term with LMD assessments and lower, predictable City funding.  If 
we don’t pursue a new approach to try to achieve a successful re-ballot, the issues associated 
with the LMDs will continue to exist.  Meanwhile, LMD assessment revenues will not increase 
and maintenance costs will continue to rise.  Ultimately, the increasing cost of tree 
maintenance, irrigation system maintenance, general maintenance, water, clean-up, and 
emergency issues will transfer to the City’s General Fund.  

Attachment B graphically displays the projected 10-year trajectory of costs to the City for the Advisory 
Committee’s recommended strategy, a do-nothing scenario, and a do-nothing scenario with the loss of 
LMD revenue.  Details of the basis for these projections are discussed and presented later in this report. 
 
HISTORICAL FACTORS:  HOW DID WE GET HERE? 
The current status of the landscaping in the LMDs is less than desirable.  Original landscaped areas have 
died, trees are overgrown and diseased, and ground debris and trash has accumulated.  Over the last 20 
years, factors both beyond and within the City’s control have resulted in the deterioration and loss of 
landscaped areas and the overgrowth and escalating safety hazard of the trees.  These factors include: 
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• Severe drought that has put a strain on both landscaping and trees, resulting in loss and disease 
• Higher costs for water that resulted in reduced watering frequency in the LMDs 
• Higher costs for wages (contracted maintenance services) as required by California prevailing 

wage law, leading to reductions in maintenance service frequencies 
• Aging irrigation infrastructure that results in inefficiencies (i.e., sprinklers vs. drip, inability to 

remotely control watering schedules), increased maintenance, and challenging and costly 
modernization 

• Escalating tree maintenance, particularly on Twin Peaks Road, as a result of tree growth, the 
increased numbers of trees (from volunteers or offshoots of older trees), and weakened and 
diseased trees exacerbated by the drought 

• No LMD assessment increase since 1998 when Proposition 218 passed which required that any 
increases in LMD assessments, including escalation factors, be balloted and approved by 50% 
plus one of those assessed.  At the time Proposition 218 passed, LMD revenues were sufficient 
to fund required maintenance.  But as costs increased, and it became apparent that costs would 
exceed revenues in the years ahead, the City neglected to take timely action to ballot the LMDs 
to seek incorporation of escalation factors and/or modest assessment increases to avert a crisis.  
Instead, as expenses exceeded revenue, the City chose to curtail maintenance and neglect 
necessary capital investment, resulting in deteriorated and unsalvageable landscaping, and 
considerable fire, safety and maintenance issues associated with the trees.  The delayed action 
has also compelled the City to shift $265,000 in general fund monies to the LMDs in the current 
fiscal year to address emergency tree maintenance and water needs to try to forestall further 
deterioration. 

• The failed 2018 LMD ballot was intended to increase assessments to support increased 
maintenance and landscape rehabilitation within the LMDs.  The Advisory Committee tried to 
parse the reasons the ballot failed through analysis of issues as well as informal surveys of our 
neighbors to better understand the lack of support for an assessment increase.  A number of 
reasons clearly presented themselves: 

o Perceived poor City management of LMDs that resulted in loss of landscaped areas, 
overgrown trees, and failure to anticipate future needs 

o Lack of a well-defined plan or clear proposal for what would be done to improve the 
aesthetics and safety of the landscape maintenance areas within the LMDs.  Would 
trees be trimmed more often?  Would previously landscaped areas be renewed?  Would 
debris and trash be removed?  Or would increased assessments simply go toward 
covering increased costs for the status quo?  Property owners were unable to grasp 
what an increased assessment would or could produce. 

o Lack of specific commitments as to when any vaguely identified improvements would 
occur.  While photos of beautifully landscaped examples were shown to the property 
owners at open houses, the City was unable to commit to any specific rehabilitation 
plan or schedule because improvements were wholly dependent on building enough 
funding reserves in the LMDs to pay for them – a timeframe left undefined.  Likewise, 
for those concerned about the safety of the trees, the City could not commit to a 
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program for removal and thinning of trees because the LMDs were unlikely to be able to 
fund the undertaking completely on their own. 

o Required years for rehabilitation improvements to be implemented due to the large 
one-time capital expenditures required.  Even with the undefined timeframe cited 
above, it was apparent that any capital rehabilitation would not occur in the short term 
as most of the increased assessment revenues would have been directed toward the 
increased costs of ongoing maintenance first.  As a result, many property owners were 
either skeptical or saw no short term benefit from an increased assessment. 

o Weak nexus to “special” benefits resulted in a strong feeling of inequity among 
property owners.  The vast majority of the areas being maintained by the LMD are on 
major City thoroughfares (Espola Road, Pomerado Road, Twin Peaks Road, Ted Williams 
Parkway and Camino del Norte).  While these areas were placed in the LMDs in the 
1980s when the neighborhoods were new, the character of the LMD areas and 
particularly these arterial streets has changed significantly over the last three decades.  
Both Ted Williams Parkway and Camino del Norte have become primary access roads to 
freeways for a large subregion of northeast Poway and beyond.  Ted Williams Parkway 
was not even open when the LMDs were established.  In 2015, Twin Peaks Road carried 
46,900 vehicle trips a day (more recent data is not available), a 20% increase over 2000.  
By comparison, that is well above Poway Road’s 33,100 daily trips in 2015, and daily 
traffic on Poway Road has actually declined since 2000 (possibly shifting to Twin Peaks 
Road).  As a result, many homeowners in the LMDs don’t perceive these arterials as 
“belonging” to their neighborhoods and feel that all those who make use of these major 
roadways benefit from maintained landscaping, and therefore, the City should be a 
larger landscape maintenance funding partner with the LMDs.  

o Significant increases in assessments and new assessed areas added led to both the 
resentment over the definition and concept of “fair share” for difficult to understand 
special benefits, and opposition to paying for something for the first time that is 
perceived to have been a City responsibility in the past.  In LMD 83-1, 94% of 
homeowners were asked to increase their assessments by 92% or more, or pay for the 
first time (more than 76% were asked to increase assessments by 92%; another 4% were 
asked to increase by 123%; almost 14% were asked to pay the assessment for the first 
time).  In 86-1, property owners were asked to increase their assessments by between 
59% and 106% and close to one hundred were asked to pay for the first time.  Although 
many homeowners stated that it wasn’t about the money, coupled with the other issues 
discussed above, the extent of proposed assessment increases soured homeowners on 
the concept that these very public areas were primarily their financial responsibility to 
maintain.  

o Complicated ballot wording led many homeowners to either vote no or not vote at all.  
Although the city held several Open Houses to provide information to property owners, 
most property owners received their information via door hangers and the mailed 
ballot.  The bureaucratic and legal language on both made it difficult to easily 
understand.  It also appears that many property owners within the LMD do not realize 
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they are currently paying an LMD assessment and therefore, ignored notices they 
thought were irrelevant.  The Committee believes that the lack of user friendly 
information led to apathy or an “I’ll get back to that later” attitude that resulted in 
almost 45% of homeowners in LMD 83-1 to not cast a ballot. 
 

OTHER DISCOVERIES 
During the course of the Advisory Committee’s work, we discovered a number of unexpected factors 
that influenced our proposals and recommendations:  

• The two LMDs have somewhat different maintenance needs:  
o In LMD 83-1, the eucalyptus trees along Twin Peaks Road are the largest maintenance 

issue.  Since the original trees were planted over 30 years ago, they have grown to 
significant heights and sprouted hundreds of offshoots, many of which are now reaching 
mid-size.  The sheer number of trees that now exists along the roadway, combined with 
drought-prompted disease has overwhelmed the ability of both the LMD and City to 
manage tree maintenance for both aesthetics and to reduce fire and safety (falling trees 
and branches) threats within the current LMD funding structure. 

o In LMD 86-1, the largest maintenance expense is water (40% of LMD 86-1 costs are for 
water) as there are more and larger areas that contain shrubbery, groundcover, tree 
varieties and other landscaping than in LMD 83-1.  However, LMD 86-1 has many 
eucalyptus trees as well, and while most seem to be in better health than those in LMD 
83-1, they also require ongoing maintenance to improve aesthetics and reduce fire and 
life safety hazards.  

• The way the trees were planted impacts maintenance in the long-term and the failure to plant 
properly 30 years ago has contributed to the problem we face today.  The Committee learned 
that monocultures (planting only one type of tree in an area) are much more susceptible to 
disease because pests (in the case of the trees on Twin Peaks, beetles) can easily move from one 
tree to another of the same species.  Mixing tree species makes it harder for eucalyptus loving 
beetles, for example, to jump to the next group of eucalyptus if another kind of tree is in the 
way.  The eucalyptus monoculture on Twin Peaks Road has made it challenging to control tree 
disease and death.  Another factor contributing to the tree maintenance challenge is that the 
trees in both LMDs have always been watered using sprinklers.  This has required the trees to 
seek surface water (vs. deep water) which has exacerbated the proliferation of new sprouts.  

• The basis of the Engineer’s Report for defining “special benefits” is challenging to understand 
and justify.  While the Committee understands that Proposition 218 requires an analysis of 
special benefit by a qualified professional to determine LMD assessments, the inability to fully 
explain the basis and logic for conclusions in the Engineer’s Report related to what constitutes a 
special benefit and how allocation of special vs. general benefit is derived has led the 
Committee to conclude that there is subjectivity in the engineer’s analysis and results.  The 
engineer’s task was made more difficult by the fact that there are many disjointed areas being 
maintained by the LMDs (as discussed in the following two bullets), but that fact should have 
alerted the engineer to question the special benefit logic, particularly as it relates to these areas. 
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• There are many “hidden” areas that are being maintained within both LMDs.  It was eye 
opening for the Committee to discover during our tour that the LMDs are maintaining isolated 
areas along easements, in culverts, on private property, and/or surrounded by non-LMD open 
space.  Many of these areas are not visible from streets, are somewhat inaccessible, appear to 
be remnant sites from development, and/or seem to have been included solely to benefit an 
immediately adjacent property.  As a result, they provide little special benefit to the broader 
LMDs.  The logic of including these areas for maintenance is lost to history, but there is now an 
opportunity to redefine maintenance priorities and responsibility going forward, as discussed in 
the Maintenance Priorities section below.  Some examples of these hidden areas are shown in 
Attachment C. 

• The LMD is maintaining landscaping on major travel arteries to the freeway.  There are two 
locations in LMD 83-1 that the LMD assessments are maintaining that truly stretch the concept 
and legitimacy of special benefit.  These areas are along Ted Williams Parkway and Camino del 
Norte from Pomerado Road west to the City of Poway border (Attachment D).  Both of these 
major roadway segments collect and distribute traffic from all directions and have no unique 
connection or relationship to LMD 83-1.  Given the large subregional catchment area for traffic 
on these segments (traffic generated largely by neighborhoods outside the LMDs, Target Center 
shoppers, and hospital/medical office visitors), it’s likely that LMD property owners account for 
a very small percentage of users.  The Committee feels strongly that inclusion of these roadway 
segments in the LMDs, along with some of the hidden areas discussed above, suggests that 
there be some reconsideration of what constitutes fair share funding between the LMDs and the 
City.  

• Making the LMD landscape areas sustainable will require a capital infusion as the current path 
is not sustainable.  In the current fiscal year, the City has allocated $100,000 to the two LMDs for 
emergency tree removal and $165,530 in supplemental water from the general fund over and 
above its annual general benefit funding because the LMDs lack sufficient funding to cover 
expenses.  Meanwhile maintenance levels have been reduced from weekly to every other week 
for LMD 86-1, and to once a month for LMD 83-1, the tree problem continues to get worse, 
water costs continue to go up, irrigation systems continue to age, debris clutters the ground, 
and fire and safety risks are left unaddressed.  For the LMDs to become sustainable in the long-
term, most of the maintained areas will need to be restored to a status that is manageable.  
Such a restoration will require the infusion of significant amounts of capital funding.   

• The LMDs will require City financial support to achieve stability.  There is not enough funding 
through current assessments to address deferred maintenance, let alone rehabilitate and 
restore lost landscaping.  As was evident during the past failed ballot, even with significantly 
increased assessments, most of the funding would need to go toward clean-up and maintenance 
of the existing degraded landscaping, and it would be an undetermined number of years before 
the LMDs could build up enough capital to even begin to address rehabilitation and restoration.  
Without the promise of rehabilitation in the short-term, the Committee firmly believes that a 
second ballot attempt would be fruitless.  The last experience taught us that LMD property 
owners will need to know not only what is planned, but also when it will occur the next time 
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they are asked to increase their assessments.  For these reasons, the LMDs will require City 
financial support to reach a state of maintenance, cost and funding stability for both the LMDs 
and the City in the future.  

 
COMMITTEE MAINTENANCE PRIORITIES 
The Committee’s long term goal is to reduce (or at least control increases in) ongoing maintenance costs 
to the extent possible.  Each LMD contains a number of maintained areas.  By identifying maintenance 
priorities by area, the level of maintenance effort (i.e. costs) can be tailored to each area based on 
factors such as visibility, degree of special benefit, type of landscaping, etc.  Most maintained areas are 
linear areas adjacent to the major arterials while many others are smaller, independent sites scattered 
throughout the LMDs.  Given that many the areas being maintained by the LMDs are disjointed, hidden, 
and/or provide limited special benefit to the broader LMDs, the Committee evaluated each maintained 
area and developed recommendations for an appropriate maintenance level of service and/or 
maintenance funding responsibility.  Based on our tour of the LMDs, the Committee assigned one of the 
following categories to each maintained area:  
 

• Level of Service A = Generally once a week maintenance / 3 times a week watering 
• Level of Service B = Generally twice a month maintenance / 1 time a week watering 
• Level of Service C = Generally once a month maintenance / 1 time a week watering 
• Level of Service D = Generally once or twice a year maintenance /  0-1 time a week watering 
• Shift to City = Shift the cost of maintaining the area to City funded responsibility with City 

determining the level of maintenance required 
 
NOTE:  Currently, LMD 86-1 receives Level of Service B while LMD 83-1 receives Level of Service C, both 
reductions from LOS A in past years.  Level of Service D is a newly defined service category.  “Shift to 
City” would shift the cost to maintain areas with very focused (i.e., individual property) or no special 
benefits to City funding responsibility to help address the fair share funding issue. 
 
Attachment E details the Committee’s maintenance level of service and financial responsibility 
recommendations.  In general, the Committee proposes that Level of Service (LOS) A and B be applied to 
the highest visibility areas along Twin Peaks Road and Espola Road.  We recommend that the linear 
areas along these primary roadways be maintained at LOS B except at entrances to the neighborhoods 
where our proposal is to rehabilitate entrance landscaping and maintain it at LOS A, if financially 
feasible.  There are 7 neighborhood entrances (14 corners) along Twin Peaks Road in LMD 83-1 and 
approximately 11 entrances (20 corners) along Espola Road in LMD 86-1 that are candidates for 
entrance landscape rehabilitation as shown in Attachment F.  These entrances provide a solid nexus to 
special benefit in the LMDs and the Committee believes their rehabilitation will provide the strongest 
incentive for property owners to support a new assessment ballot.  These linear and entrance areas 
would continue to be the long term maintenance responsibility of the LMDs.  Other maintained areas 
were evaluated individually for proposed LOS based on location, degree of special vs. general benefit, 
and physical characteristics.  The Committee’s conclusions are that there are approximately 353,000 
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square feet (out of 1.2 million total square feet) in LMD 83-1A, and 5,200 square feet (out of 1.1 million 
square feet) in LMD 86-1 that the Committee recommends be “shifted” to the City for fair share 
maintenance funding responsibility. 
 
The Committee believes that increasing the City’s ongoing financial participation in line with the costs to 
maintain secondary areas within the LMDs will help address the inequity concerns expressed by 
property owners and be a positive factor in a future re-balloting campaign. 
 
COMMITTEE PROPOSALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The LMD Advisory Committee recommends that the City partner with the LMDs to fund a strategy that 
will support efforts to secure a successful ballot for increased LMD assessments.  While the strategy 
assumes higher investments by the City in the early years, it is geared toward reducing and stabilizing 
City funding in the long term.  The Committee believes that a strategy for a successful ballot will be 
dependent on commitments to property owners to the following:  

• Rehabilitating neighborhood entrances where the nexus to special benefit is strongest within 
the first 2-3 years after a successful re-ballot.  The rehabilitation would be based on specific 
drought tolerant design plans prepared for up to 18 neighborhood entrances within the LMDs. 

• Ongoing removal and maintenance of trees along Twin Peaks Road and Espola Road to improve 
aesthetics and fire and life safety, and to reduce and stabilize ongoing maintenance costs for 
both the City and the LMDs in the long term. 

• Rehabilitating the aging irrigation system throughout the LMDs to improve watering efficiency 
and reduce/stabilize long term maintenance costs. 

• Establishing maintenance priorities for maintained areas to reduce ongoing maintenance costs 
and create sustainable LMD maintenance in the future. 

• Preparing a Landscape Master Plan (conceptual and design drawings) for the LMDs reflecting 
the above four points to provide property owners with the vision for the future.  

• Increasing the City’s financial contribution to address the real and perceived inequity between 
special benefit and general benefit, including shifting the costs to maintain some areas within 
the LMDs identified as having little or no nexus to special benefit to the LMDs to City funding 
responsibility. 

• Capital Funding from the City to jump-start the entrance and irrigation system rehabilitation 
after a successful ballot.  The Committee proposes that this capital funding be a combination of 
direct funding and City loans to the LMDs. 

• LMD Advisory Committee Campaign to actively develop and undertake an outreach and 
communication program prior to re-balloting to provide information, address questions, and 
promote the benefits of an assessment increase to property owners in each LMD.  

 
The specific recommendations to implement the strategy are generally divided between pre-LMD        
re-ballot (short term or next 18-24 months) and post-LMD re-ballot (longer term or years 3+ assuming a 
successful re-ballot) as presented below.   
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Pre-Ballot Short Term Proposals and Recommendations  
The short term proposals and recommendations would occur before an assessment re-balloting in 2021. 
These recommendations will require City funding in Years 1 and 2.   

• Tree Removal: The Advisory Committee recommends that the City provide funding for a more 
aggressive tree removal and maintenance program along Twin Peaks Road and Espola Road.  
The Committee’s goal for Twin Peaks Road is to remove dead trees and smaller sprouts by the 
end of Year 1 and at least 25% of the trees (primarily the mid-size off-shoots and diseased trees) 
by the end of Year 2.  The goal for Espola Road is to thin and remove the overgrown and unsafe 
trees over the next two years.  Removing trees will improve aesthetics, begin to address fire and 
life safety issues, and demonstrate to LMD property owners a sense of shared responsibility by 
the City along these major arterials to bring the trees back to a state that will be manageable for 
the LMDs over the long term.  The LMD Advisory Committee will help the City identify priorities 
for tree removal (using criteria such as tree density, proximity to roadways, sidewalks and 
property lines, tree heights and diameters, etc.).  There are several potential opportunities to 
offset the costs of a City funding investment in tree removal and maintenance in the LMDs: 

o City grant application - City staff has applied for a $2 million Hazard Mitigation Grant 
from the California Office of Emergency Services and Federal Emergency Management 
Agency for Fuel Load Modification.  If the grant application is successful, it will require a 
$500,000 City match.  While the grant application is for City-wide purposes, the 
application justification includes the issues and needs of the LMDs.  There is a possibility 
that City funding committed to tree removal and maintenance in the LMDs over the 
next several years could apply fully or partially to the required local match.  The LMD 
Advisory Committee strongly supports the City’s grant application to address the tree 
maintenance and safety needs of both the LMDs and broader City. 

o Honor camp employment – Another opportunity involves the City’s ability to employ 
honor camps for approximately $200 a day to begin removal of smaller tree off-shoots 
and debris and underbrush.  The use of honor camps for this purpose could help jump-
start the effort at a very reasonable cost.  

• Supplemental Water:  The City contributed $165,500 from the General Fund toward the cost of 
water for the two LMDs in the current fiscal year – a period during which watering frequency 
was significantly reduced.  The Committee recommends that the City continue to provide 
supplemental funding for LMD water costs, at a 5% annual escalation to reflect increases in 
water rates, to help stem further deterioration and loss of landscaping and healthy trees in the 
short term.  The overarching strategy to rehabilitate both landscaping and irrigation systems 
(thereby reducing water needs) is anticipated to ultimately reduce future demands on water in 
the long term.   

• Landscape Master Plan:  The Committee believes that a landscape plan is critical to the success 
of a future LMD re-ballot as it would demonstrate to property owners the benefits resulting 
from an increased assessment.  The Committee recommends that a conceptual Landscape 
Master Plan be prepared over the next year so that it is available to the Advisory Committee 
leading up to a re-ballot information campaign.  The conceptual plan would define the 
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landscape rehabilitation pallets for the entrances as well as appropriate landscaping strategies 
for the arterial areas between entrances.  (More detailed implementation design plans would be 
prepared after a successful ballot).  The plan would also take into account identified 
maintenance area priorities.  The Landscape Master Plan would be the basis for estimating the 
capital rehabilitation and ongoing maintenance costs, which would then be used to identify the 
increased assessment levels for a re-ballot.   

• Model Entrances:  To help overcome past resistance to assessment increases, the Committee 
recommends that the City fund a “model” entrance in each LMD to demonstrate to property 
owners what they will get for an increase in their assessments.  The ability to point to an in-the-
ground example will help both the Committee and City communicate benefits through sites that 
have clear special benefit links to the neighborhoods.  The model entrance would be defined in 
the Landscape Master Plan and would include drought tolerant landscaping to control both 
water and maintenance costs.   

• Re-Balloting:  As the re-balloting approaches at the end of Year 2, there are activities that will 
need to occur that will require financial support from the City, including: 

o Communications Activities - Advisory Committee funding to prepare informational 
materials (i.e., fact sheets, flyers, signage, notices, adverts) to enable the Committee to 
take on the role of advocates. 

o Engineer’s Report – Preparation or updating of the Engineer’s Report as required by 
Proposition 218. 

o Re-balloting – Balloting activities, including preparation and printing of the ballots, 
ballot mailing, and staff time associated with the distribution, collection and tallying of 
the ballots. 

 
In addition, the City is required to provide general benefit funding to the LMDs per Proposition 218.  In 
the current year, that contribution is $111,700 for both LMDs.  The Committee recommends that the 
City continue its practice of increasing its general benefit contribution annually in accordance with the 
CPI for Years 1 and 2.  LMD assessment revenues would continue at the flat amount of $433,500 per 
year. 
 
The Year 1 and 2 short term recommendations described above support activities that the Committee 
believes will contribute to a successful re-ballot in 2021 (proposed to be conducted toward the end of 
Year 2).  The Advisory Committee has estimated the level of funding necessary to undertake the Year 1 
and 2 activities as shown in Attachment G.  The recommended City funding to support these activities is 
approximately $525,000 in Year 1 and $425,000 in Year 2 (totaling $950,000 in addition to the City’s 
general benefit contribution).   
 
Post-Ballot Longer-Term Proposals and Recommendations 
While some City funded activities will likely need to continue after a re-ballot regardless of the ballot 
outcome, other proposals and recommendations would be dependent on, and implemented after, a 
successful re-balloting in 2021.  The Advisory Committee believes that City commitments to financially 
support these post ballot recommendations will be critical to bolstering support for increased 
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assessments during the campaign leading up to a re-ballot.  Such commitments will ensure assessed 
property owners that the benefits associated with an increased assessment will, in fact, be realized:  

• Tree Removal:  To achieve the goal to remove 50% of the trees along Twin Peaks Road, tree 
removal will likely need to continue through at least Years 3 and 4.  (To address fire and life 
safety issues, the Committee recommends that the City continue to provide tree removal 
funding to the LMDs regardless of the outcome of the re-ballot.)  Again, funding for this activity 
may be able to be applied as local match for the hazard mitigation grant discussed above. 

• Supplemental Water:  Assuming the re-ballot is successful, new LMD assessments should be 
sufficient to cover the cost of water, particularly as water-saving landscaping and more efficient 
irrigation systems are implemented.  However, should the re-ballot fail, the Committee 
recommends that the City continue to provide supplemental water funding to the LMDs to fend 
off any further deterioration of the remaining vegetation.   

• Landscape Maintenance Plan Design Drawings:  Assuming a successful re-ballot, specific design 
plans will need to be prepared for the rehabilitation of neighborhood entrances, arterial areas, 
and irrigation systems.  These drawings will be based on the conceptual Landscape Master Plan 
prepared in Year 1, prior to the re-ballot.  The Committee recommends that the City fund the 
design drawings to support implementation of the rehabilitation projects.   

• Realigned Maintenance Area Responsibilities:  As discussed previously, the Committee has 
identified a number of maintained areas within the LMDs that have weak nexus to broader LMD 
special benefit.  These areas are candidates to shift to City maintenance responsibility.  If it’s not 
feasible to remove these areas from the LMDs, the Committee recommends that the City 
increase its financial contribution to the LMDs by an amount equivalent to the cost of 
maintaining these sites.  

• Capital Funding to Rehabilitate Entrances, Arterials, and Irrigation Systems:  The Committee 
recommends that the City establish a mechanism, prior to a re-ballot, that ensures some level of 
one-time capital funding to help rehabilitate the neighborhood entrances, arterials, and 
irrigation systems in Years 3-5 should the re-ballot be successful.  The Committee views this 
commitment as critical to the success of the re-ballot because our findings, as discussed 
previously, indicate that lack of commitment, uncertainty, and distrust about when actual 
benefits of re-landscaping would be realized played a significant role in the defeat of the 
previous ballot.  The cost for capital rehabilitation would be an outcome of the Landscape 
Master Plan but is anticipated to be in the range of $725,000 over 3-4 years.  The Committee 
proposes that a portion of this funding could be provided to the LMDs as a loan to be repaid 
over an extended period.  Proposed LMD assessment increases would then be calculated to 
ensure sufficient revenues for ongoing maintenance, capital reserves and loan repayment.   

 
Lastly, the City’s required general benefit contribution will continue regardless of the re-ballot outcome.  
The Engineer’s Report prepared for the failed ballot recommended an increase in the City’s general 
benefit contribution for the two LMDs to 10% or $140,000 a year (escalated annually).  The Committee 
recommends that the City provide a general benefit contribution of at least $140,000 beginning in Year 
3, regardless of ballot outcome, and continue its practice of escalating its general benefit contribution. 
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The Advisory Committee has estimated the level of funding necessary to undertake the Years 3, 4 and 5 
activities as shown in Attachment G.  The estimated City funding to support these activities is 
approximately $384,000 in Year 3, $235,000 in Year 4 and $137,000 in Year 5 (totaling $756,000 in 
addition to the City’s general benefit contribution).  All of the long term line item funding estimates will 
need to be revisited after a successful re-ballot.  The intent of both the short and long term 
recommendations is that by Year 6, ongoing annual City funding to support the LMDs would consist 
solely of the City’s general benefit contribution and funding support for those maintained areas shifted 
to City maintenance responsibility, the combination of which would be well  below City funding provided 
in the current fiscal year. 
 
LMD ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMMITMENT TO CITY 
Based on funded recommendations in the Years 1 and 2 and a commitment from the City to financially 
support the activities recommended in Years 3-6, the Advisory Committee is committed to work toward 
a successful LMD re-ballot that includes increased assessments to support long term maintenance.  
Future activities for the Advisory Committee include: 

• Creating Advisory Committee subcommittees to continue to support the City and staff with: 
o Identifying trees for removal 
o Refining maintenance priorities  
o Preparation of the Landscape Master Plan 
o Implementing “Model” entrances 
o Preparation of a new or updated Engineer’s Report 
o Developing new LMD budgets, including projected costs (both one-time capital and 

ongoing maintenance costs) and required revenues (assessment levels and City funding)  
• Actively campaigning for new (increased) LMD assessments leading up to the re-balloting, 

including: 
o Creating an outreach and communications plan 
o Preparing fact sheets in plain language  
o Hosting Open Houses 
o Canvassing neighborhoods 
o Responding to property owner questions/concerns 
o Growing a base of supporters to help with outreach and communications 

• Establishing a volunteer LMD patrol to monitor landscape maintenance/contractor 
performance and to alert the City to maintenance issues to ensure that maintenance doesn’t 
return to a state that it is unsustainable for the LMDs. 

 
THE RISKS OF DOING NOTHING - PART 2 
As discussed toward the beginning of this report, there are potential risks to the City of inaction.  
Because the Advisory Committee understands that the proposed costs of “doing something” are 
significant, the Committee tried to estimate the financial impact to the City should we not move forward 
with a strategy to try to achieve a successful re-ballot.  The Advisory Committee assumed that unless the 
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City decides to completely withdraw financial support for emergency tree maintenance (which has its 
own risks), at least current levels of City funding for emergency tree maintenance would likely continue 
for the foreseeable future.  In addition, to prevent both the trees and remaining landscaped areas from 
deteriorating further, City funding for supplemental water would likely need to continue.  The City’s 
general benefit contribution would also continue, increasing at least by current escalation rates.  The 
risk of doing nothing along could also trigger the additional risk that the LMDs dissolve completely 
because there would no longer be any special benefit received from deteriorated, non-existent 
landscaping.  Dissolution of the LMDs would result in loss of current levels of LMD assessments. 
 
As the Advisory Committee sees it, the three scenarios for the LMDs currently before the City are:  

• Pursue a strategy (preferably the Advisory Committee’s recommended strategy) to rehabilitate 
and stabilize the LMDs and bolster the chance of a successful re-ballot (Attachment G) 

• Do-Nothing and continue to indefinitely provide reduced maintenance levels, and emergency 
tree and supplemental water funding, at an annual escalating rate, in addition to the City’s 
general benefit contribution (Attachment H).  This scenario results in heightened fire and safety 
risks, and may lead to further deterioration of existing landscaping due to low levels of 
maintenance. 

• Do Nothing to the point where the LMDs dissolve due to loss of any special benefit to the 
assessed properties from deteriorated landscaping.  If the LMDs dissolve, it would result in loss 
of LMD assessments and the transfer of full maintenance responsibility and costs to the City.  

 
Attachment B again graphically displays the projected costs to the City for each of the above scenarios.  
It shows that City financial support in the first 3-4 years leads to significantly lower ongoing costs to the 
City over the long term.  Doing nothing results in gradually escalating costs for tree maintenance, water 
and general benefit contribution.  If the LMDs dissolve as a result of loss of special benefit, the cost to 
the City spikes as it is forced to assume the $433,000 in funding each year that the LMDs currently 
provide.   
 
As the City Council considers the costs to the City of the recommended strategy over the next several 
years, it should be pointed out that the net costs to the City would be significantly less than the Advisory 
Committee’s recommended funding.  Net costs reflect the recommended strategy costs offset by the 
cost of doing nothing that would occur anyway.  The estimated net funding associated with the Advisory 
Committee recommendations is shown in Attachment H.  It shows that total net City funding 
recommended to support the Advisory Committee strategy (including the City’s general benefit 
contribution) is approximately $550,000 over four years, and that by Year 5, the annual funding 
obligation of the City is projected to be less under the recommended strategy than under a do nothing 
scenario.   
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Attachment A 
 

LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1 Advisory Committee Members 
 
 

Toni Bates, Chair 
Dennis Christian 
H. Speer Ezzard 
Terry Heck 
Robert Hinzman 
Timothy Jara 
Phillip Kissling 
Dan Mathson 
John McCormick, Vice Chair 
Steve Meyer 
David Narevsky 
Rob Weber 
Alan Wilson 
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Attachment B 
 
 

Projected City Funding  
Recommended, Do-Nothing, LMDs Dissolved 

 Scenarios 
(LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1 Combined) 
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Attachment C 
 

Examples of Hidden Maintenance Areas 
In LMD 83-1 

(highlighted in yellow) 
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Attachment D 
 

Ted Williams Parkway and Camino del Norte  
LMD Maintained Areas 

 

                                                                                                             

LMD 83-1A:  Ted Williams Parkway 
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Attachment E 

 
LMD Advisory Committee 

Proposed Maintenance Priorities by Maintained Area 
LMD 83-1 

 
  

LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D
A. Gateway/LaManda 1 x x Open space / Doesn't need water or much maintenance 15409 $0.11

2 x x Open space / Doesn't need water or much maintenance 3766 $0.11
3 x x Open space / Doesn't need water or much maintenance 9296 $0.11
4 x x Southside Camino del Norte/Manor thoroughfare to freeway (83-1B) 22055 $0.11
5 x Camino del Norte median/Major thoroughfare to freeway 26421 $0.28

B. Adobe Ridge 2 1 x x Open space / Doesn't need water or much maintenance 27937 $0.11
2 x x Open space / Doesn't need water or much maintenance 13187 $0.11
3 x In neighborhood $0.11
4 x Pomerado frontage $0.11
5 x Pomerado frontage $0.11
6 x Pomerado frontage / Open space corner $0.11
7 x Pomerado frontage $0.11
8 x x Along drainage ditch / 100% private property / Option: LOS D 2653 $0.11

C. Adobe Ridge 1 1 x x Southside Camino del Norte/Manor thoroughfare to freeway 91124 $0.11
D. Colonies 1 x Entrance to Colony Dr. neighborhood  $0.11

2 x Entrance to Colony Dr. neighborhood $0.11
3 x Pomerado medians in front of Target Center (83-1B) 6887 $0.28

E. Ted Williams Pkwy 1 x Major thoroughfare to freeway / No special benefit to LMD 38172 $0.11
2 x Major thoroughfare to freeway / No special benefit to LMD 41031 $0.28
3 x Major thoroughfare to freeway / No special benefit to LMD 20432 $0.11

F. Rancho Arbolitos 2 1 x Give to City parks department to maintain/Next to Arbolitos Park 36743 $0.11
2 x Give some or all to City parks department to maintain 12610 $0.11

G. Rancho Arbolitos 3 1 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11
2 x Neighborhood entrance  $0.11
3 x Add "entrance" landscaping although not a neighborhood entrance $0.11
4 x x (partially) Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11
5 x x (partially) Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11
6 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11

H. Rancho Arbolitos 1 1 x x (partially) Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11
2 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11
3 x Median of major arterial (Twin Peaks)/In front of Target Center (83-1B) 3121 $0.28

I. Rancho Arbolitos 4 1 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11
2 x x (partially) Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11
3 x Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11
4 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11
5 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11
6 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11
7 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11

J. Rancho Arbolitos 5 1 x Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11
2 x Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11
3 x Neighborhood entrance  $0.11
4 x Neighborhood entrance $0.11
5 x Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11

SQ FT 
ESTIMATEComments

LMD ResponsibilityArea 
No.Map Page

Return 
to City

On Private 
Property

Proposed Landscape Maintenance Priorities by Maintained Area
LMD 83-1

continued on page 2

Avg. Cost 
/ SQ FT
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Page 2

LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D
K. Woodland Hills 1 x x Behind home / off street / Option: Remove from LMD or return to City 5000 $0.11

2 x x (partially) Neighborhood entrance  $0.11
3 x x (partially) Neighborhood entrance $0.11
4 x x (partially) Twin Peaks Rd tree area / major arterial $0.11
5 x x (partially) Neighborhood entrance $0.11
6 x x (partially) Neighborhood entrance $0.11

L. Kent Hill 1 x Narrow path with trees on Twin Peaks Rd. $0.11
2 x Narrow path with trees on Twin Peaks Rd. $0.11

M. Country Creek 1 x Narrow path with trees on Twin Peaks Rd. $0.11
2 x x Drainage Ditch behind home fences; Option: Return to City 6889 $0.11
3 x Drainage Ditch behind home fences; Option: Return to City 943 $0.11
4 x x Hiking path behind home across from horse stables $0.11
5 x Narrow path with trees along Tierra Bonita Rd. $0.11

N. Rio Court 1 x Narrow path with trees along Twin Peaks Rd.  $0.11
2 x Corner of Twin Peaks Rd. and Espola behind house fences $0.11
3 x Narrow path with trees along Espola $0.11

O. Poway 16 1 x Entrance / Small area along Community Rd. across from Hilleary Park $0.11
2 x Entrance / Small area along Community Rd. across from Hilleary Park $0.11
3 x On side street behind LMD properties; Properties benefiting not in LMD 1479 $0.11

P. Midland Estates 1 x Entrance / Small strip along Midland Rd. $0.11
Q. Diroma 1 x Entrance and small strip along Midland Rd. $0.11

2 x Entrance and small strip along Midland Rd. $0.11
R. Park Village 1 x Neighborhood area $0.11

2 x Neighborhood area $0.11
S. Arbolitos Parkside 1 x Neighborhood area $0.11

2 x Neighborhood area $0.11
3 x Neighborhood area $0.11
4 x Neighborhood area $0.11

Total 83-1A Only 353092
Total 83-1B Only 32063

Total Square Feet 385155

Frequency/Year Performed LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D Return to City
Irrigation Inspection/Operation & Maintenance 52 52 26 0* ***

52 24 12 2 ***
24 12 6 2 ***
12 6 3 2 ***
4 2 1 0 ***
4 2 1 ** ***
4 2 1 2 ***
24 12 6 0 ***
2 1 0 ** ***
3 1 1 0 ***

* Do not irrigate these areas.
**Only as needed
***LMD would no longer be responsible for maintenance of these areas.   They would be either removed
       from the LMD or the City would contribute funding to the LMD based on a "per square foot" cost.
****Tree pruning would be on a separate schedule
LOS A, B and C descriptions are from the August 21, 2018 Council Agenda Report. LOS D is proposed by the Advisory Committee

Tree Pruning****
Watering/Week

LOS Maintenance Descriptions

Proposed Landscape Maintenance Priorities by Maintained Area
LMD 83-1

Edging/Pruning
Fertilizing
Pest Control
Brow Ditch Cleaning
Sweep Paved Areas

SQ FT 
ESTIMATE

Avg. Cost 
/ SQ FT

Litter Control
Weed Control

CommentsMap Page
Area 
No.

LMD Responsibility Return 
to City

On Private 
Property
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LMD Advisory Committee 
Proposed Maintenance Priorities by Maintained Area 

LMD 86-1 

 
 

  

LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D
1 St. James Dr. and St. Andrews Dr. Espola Rd. 1 X* X* X ALL PRIVATE PROPERTY; *MTCE LEVEL D; IRRIGATION LEVEL C

2 X
2 Espola Rd (Westling Ct-Stoneridge SE Corner) 1 X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"

2 X X APPEARS TO BE PARTIALLY WITHIN PRIVATE PROPERTY
3 X X APPEARS TO BE PARTIALLY WITHIN PRIVATE PROPERTY

3 Espola Rd (Green Valley Truck Trl to Bridelwood Rd) 1 X X APPEARS TO BE PARTIALLY WITHIN PRIVATE PROPERTY
2 X
3 X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"
4 X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"

4 Espola Rd ( Woodlawn Pkwy-Green Valley Truck Trl 1 X
2 X RECOMMEND OUTREACH TO PROPERTY OWNERS - DISCUSSION
3 X
4 X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"   
5 X
6 X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"  
7 X  

5 MISSING THIS MAP PAGE IF ESPOLA RD., RECOMMEND LEVEL "B", CORNER CARVEOUTS AT LEVEL "A"
6 Espola Rd (Lake Poway Rd to Sand Hill Rd/Summer Sage Rd 1 X

2 X
3 X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"
4 X  
5 X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"  
6 X WITH 2 ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUTS TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"

7 Espola Rd (Eden Grove/Titan Way-Sand Hill Rd 1 X X WITH 2 ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUTS TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"
2 X WITH 2 ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUTS TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"   
3 X X (PARTIAL) WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"  

8 Espola Rd (Willow Ranch Rd-Eden Grove/Titan Way) 1 X
2 X
3 X
4 X X
5 X X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"
6 X X MAP PAGE 8 HAS SOME OVERLAP WITH MAP  PAGE 12
7 X ? MAP PAGE 8 HAS SOME OVERLAP WITH MAP  PAGE 12

9 13800-14050 Lake Poway Rd 1 X
2 X
3 X  

10 Summer Sage Rd Rock Creek Rd 1 X 5185 $0.11
2 X RECOMMEND OUTREACH TO CUL DE SAC RESIDENTS FOR DISCUSSION
3 X RECOMMEND OUTREACH TO CUL DE SAC RESIDENTS FOR DISCUSSION  

 

Avg. Cost
 / SQ FT

Map Page

continued on page 2

Proposed Landscape Maintenance Priorities by Maintained Area
LMD 86-1

Comments
LMD ResponsibilityArea 

No.
Return to 

City
On Private 
Property

SQ FT 
ESTIMATE
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page 2

LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D
11 Lake Poway Rd Summer Sage Rd 1 X PORTION WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"  

2 X WITH ENTRANCE CORNER CARVEOUT TO BE MAINTAINED AT LEVEL "A"  
3 X
4 X
5 X
6 X
7 X

12 Titan Way Riparian Rd 1 X X See #6 on Map Page 8
2 X ? See #7 on Map Page 8
3 X SEE--> OWNED BY POWAY USD

13 Del Poniente Rd Huntington Gate Dr (1) 1 X PORTION
2 X
3 X
4 X PORTION  
5 X

14 Del Poniente Rd Huntington Gate Dr (2) 1 X
15 Sunset Dr Wildgrove Rd 1 X ? EXTENT OF PRIVATE OWNERSHIP, IF ANY, COULD NOT BE DETERMINED
16 Lake Poway Rd East of Espola Rd 1 PORTION APPEARS TO BE PRIVATE PROPERTY COORDINATE W. MAP PAGE 6

2 COORDINATE W. MAP PAGE 6   
3 COORDINATE W. MAP PAGE 6

Total Square Feet 5185

LOS Maintenance Descriptions

Frequency/Year Performed LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D 
Irrigation Inspection/Operation & Maintenance 52 52 26 0*
Litter Control 52 24 12 2
Weed Control 24 12 6 2
Edging/Pruning 12 6 3 2
Fertilizing 4 2 1 0
Pest Control 4 2 1 **
Brow Ditch Cleaning 4 2 1 2
Sweep Paved Areas 24 12 6 0
Tree Pruning**** 2 1 0 **
Watering/Week 3 1 1 0

CommentsPage Name
Area
 No.

LMD Responsibility Return to 
City

On Private 
Property

SQ FT 
ESTIMATE

***
***
***

***LMD would no longer be responsible for maintenance of these areas.   They would be either removed from the LMD or the City would contribute funding to the LMD based on a "per square foot" cost.
****Tree pruning would be on a separate schedule.
LOS A, B and C descriptions are from the August 21, 2018 Council Agenda Report. LOS D is proposed by the Advisory Committee.

Proposed Landscape Maintenance Priorities by Maintained Area
LMD 86-1

***
***

* Do not irrigate these areas.
**Only as needed.

***
***
***
***
***

Avg. Cost
 / SQ FT

Return to City
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Attachment F 
 

LMD 83-1 Neighborhood Entrance Locations 

 

N
or

th
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           LMD 86-1 Neighborhood Entrance Locations 
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Attachment G 
Advisory Committee Strategy 

Recommended City Funding Table 
(LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1)  

 

Current Year Year 1 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
FY18/19 FY19/20 FY21/22 FY22/23 FY23/24 FY24/25 FY25/26 FY26/27 FY27/28 FY28/29

Tree Removal (1) 50,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 25,000
Supplemental Water (2) 113,873 119,567 125,545
Landscape Master Plan (3) 100,000 25,000
Model Entrance Area Installation 25,000
LMD Committee Communications Funding 5,000
Re-Balloting & New Engineer's Report 17,500
Realigned Maintenance Area Responsibilities (4) 45,800 47,174 48,589 50,047 51,548 53,095 54,688 56,328
Capital Rehabilitation for Entrances (incl. Irrigation) (5) 75,000 75,000 25,000
Capital Rehabilitation for Non-Entrance Irrigation (5) 50,000 50,000 50,000
Loan for Capital Rehabilitation (6) (62,500) (62,500) (37,500)

Total Recommended City Funding $163,873 $319,567 $273,045 $233,300 $209,674 $111,089 $50,047 $51,548 $53,095 $54,688 $56,328
City General Benefit Contribution (7) $64,959 $66,908 $68,915 $63,658 $65,568 $67,535 $69,561 $71,648 $73,797 $76,011 $78,291
Total City Funding (Recommended + General Benefit) $228,832 $386,474 $341,960 $296,958 $275,242 $178,624 $119,608 $123,196 $126,892 $130,699 $134,620
LMD 83-1 Assessment Revenues (8) $201,640 $201,640 $201,640 $411,200 $423,536 $436,242 $449,329 $462,809 $476,693 $490,994 $505,724

 

Tree Removal (1) 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 25,000  
Supplemental Water (2) 51,657 54,240 56,952
Landscape Master Plan (3) 100,000 25,000
Model Entrance Area Installation 25,000
LMD Committee Communications Funding 5,000
Re-Balloting & New Engineer's Report 17,500
Realigned Maintenance Area Responsibilities (4) 600 618 637 656 675 696 716 738
Capital Rehabilitation for Entrances (incl. Irrigation) (5) 100,000 100,000 50,000
Capital Rehabilitation for Non-Entrance Irrigation (5) 50,000 50,000 50,000
Loan for Capital Rehabilitation (6) (75,000) (75,000) (50,000)

Total Recommended City Funding $101,657 $204,240 $154,452 $150,600 $200,618 $100,637 $656 $675 $696 $716 $738
City General Benefit Contribution (7) $46,767 $48,170 $49,615 $76,123 $78,407 $80,759 $83,182 $85,677 $88,247 $90,895 $93,622
Total City Funding (Recommended + General Benefit) $148,424 $252,410 $204,067 $226,723 $279,025 $181,395 $83,837 $86,352 $88,943 $91,611 $94,360
LMD 86-1 Assessment Revenues (8) $231,860 $231,860 $231,860 $512,000 $527,360 $543,181 $559,476 $576,261 $593,548 $611,355 $629,695

Tree Removal (1) 100,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 50,000   
Supplemental Water (2) 165,530 173,807 182,497
Landscape Master Plan (3) 200,000 50,000
Model Entrance Area Installation 50,000  
LMD Committee Communications Funding 10,000  
Re-Balloting & New Engineer's Report 35,000  
Realigned Maintenance Area Responsibilities (4) 46,400 47,792 49,226 50,703 52,224 53,790 55,404 57,066
Capital Rehabilitation for Entrances (incl. Irrigation) (5) 175,000 175,000 75,000  
Capital Rehabilitaiton for Non-Entrance Irrigation (5) 100,000 100,000 100,000  
Loan for Capital Rehabilitation (6) (137,500) (137,500) (87,500)

Total Recommended City Funding $265,530 $523,807 $427,497 $383,900 $235,292 $136,726 $50,703 $52,224 $53,790 $55,404 $57,066
City General Benefit Contribution (7) $111,726 $115,078 $118,530 $139,781 $143,974 $148,294 $152,742 $157,325 $162,044 $166,906 $171,913
Total City Funding (Recommended + General Benefit) $377,256 $638,884 $546,027 $523,681 $379,266 $285,019 $203,445 $209,548 $215,835 $222,310 $228,979
Total LMD Assessment Revenues (8) $433,500 $433,500 $433,500 $923,200 $950,896 $979,423 $1,008,806 $1,039,070 $1,070,242 $1,102,349 $1,135,420
February 25, 2019 -COMBINED

NOTES for LMD Advisory Committee Draft Funding Request for LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1:

(4) Post a successful ballot vote, assumes City would cover maintenance costs for areas identified by the Advisory Committee as having weak nexus to LMD special benefit.  Average maintenance costs in the LMDs
      differ for roadway median areas ($0.28/sq.ft) and other rights-of-way ($0.11/sq.ft.).  In 83-1, the identified areas total approximately 353,100 square feet (312,000 at $0.11/sq.ft. maintenance cost and 41,000
      sq.ft.@ $0.28/sq.ft. maintenance cost).  For 86-1, there is one area of approximately 5,200 sq.ft. at $0.11/sq. ft.  As LMD assessments escalate in out years, assumes costs for City maintenance area
      responsibilities would escalate at same rate.  Escalation rate assumed to be 3%. (These estimates do not include LMD 83-1B).
(5)  For entrance rehabilitation, assumes approximately 19 entrances with 34 corners at $12,500 rehabilitation cost/corner over three years for a total of $425,000.  For irrigation rehabilitation, assumes
       $150,000/LMD.

(6)  Assumes City would loan the LMDs half the costs for capital rehabilitation.

(8)  Assumes LMD revenues equivalent to those projected in the failed 2018 ballot, escalated 3% annually.

(1) In the Current Year, City is contributing $50,000 for each LMD for emergency tree removal. Future year proposals would increase that amount to $150,000 ($100,000 to 83-1 and $50,000 to 86-1) until
      tree maintenance is stabilized (projected to be Year 5).  Some or all of these costs could be applied to the City's required local match should it be successful in the Hazard Mitigation grant application. 

(7) In the Current Year, City's General Benefit contribution is $111,726 ($64,949 for LMD 83-1 + $46,767 for LMD 86-1).  The City has been escalating its contribution annually by the CPI.  Therefore, future years' 
      assumes a 3% annual escalation of the City's General Benefit contribution.  The 2018 Engineer's Report recommended a City General Benefit Contribution of 10%, which was assumed to be $140,000 ($63,658 
      for LMD 83-1 + $76,123 for LMD 86-1) had the ballot passed and new assessments been in effect.  Therefore, beginning in Year 3 (post successful ballot), the City's General Benefit contribution is assumed to 
      be in accordance with the 2018 Engineeer's Report.

(2) Funding provided by City in the Current Year to cover water costs =  $165,530 ($113,873 for LMD 86-1 + $51,657 for LMD 86-1).  Assumes escalation rate of 5%/year for water in Years 1 and 2 prior to
      re-balloting.  Assumes successful re-ballot would increase LMD assessments, eliminating the need for City supplemental water funding. 

(3) Assumes a combined Landscape Master Plan would be prepred for both LMDs.  Therefore, the total cost is split equally between LMDs.

LMD 83-1

 = Full or partial loan to LMD from City

LMD
Ballot
Vote

Year 2
FY20/21

LMD
Ballot
Vote

 LMD 86-1 

LMD
Ballot
Vote

LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1 
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Attachment H 
 

Do-Nothing Scenario  
Projected Funding Required 

(LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1) 

 

 

Current Year Year 1 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
FY18/19 FY19/20 FY21/22 FY22/23 FY23/24 FY24/25 FY25/26 FY26/27 FY27/28 FY28/29

Emergency Tree Maintenance and Removal (1) 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50000 50000 50000

City General Benefit Contribution (2) 64,959 66,908 68,915 70,982 73,112 75,305 77,564 79,891 82,288 84,757 87,299
Supplemental Water (3) 113,873 119,567 125,545 131,822 138,413 145,334 152,601 160,231 168,242 176,654 185,487
Landscape Master Plan
Model Entrance Area Installation
LMD Committee Communications Funding
Re-Balloting & New Engineer's Report 
Realigned Maintenance Area Responsibilities
Capital Rehabilitation for Entrances (incl. Irrigation)
Capital Rehabilitation for Non-Entrance Irrigation
Loan for Capital Rehabilitation
Total City Funding for LMD 83-1 $228,832 $236,474 $244,460 $252,805 $261,525 $270,639 $280,165 $290,122 $300,530 $311,411 $322,787

Tree Removal (1) 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50000 50000 50000
City General Benefit Contribution (2) 46,767 48,170 49,615 51,104 52,637 54,216 55,842 57,518 59,243 61,020 62,851
Supplemental Water (3) 51,657 54,240 56,952 59,799 62,789 65,929 69,225 72,687 76,321 80,137 84,144
Landscape Master Plan
Model Entrance Area Installation
LMD Committee Communications Funding
Re-Balloting & New Engineer's Report
Realigned Maintenance Area Responsibilities
Capital Rehabilitation for Entrances (incl. Irrigation)
Capital Rehabilitation for Non-Entrance Irrigation
Loan for Capital Rehabilitation
Total City Funding for LMD 86-1 $148,424 $152,410 $156,567 $160,903 $165,426 $170,145 $175,068 $180,204 $185,564 $191,157 $196,995

Tree Removal (1) 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000
City General Benefit Contribution (2) 111,726 115,078 118,530 122,086 125,749 129,521 133,407 137,409 141,531 145,777 150,150
Supplemental Water (3) 165,530 173,807 182,497 191,622 201,203 211,263 221,826 232,917 244,563 256,791 269,631
Landscape Master Plan
Model Entrance Area Installation   
LMD Committee Communications Funding  
Re-Balloting & New Engineer's Report  
Realigned Maintenance Area Responsibilities
Capital Rehabilitation for Entrances (incl. Irrigation)  
Capital Rehabilitaiton for Non-Entrance Irrigation  
Loan for Capital Rehabilitation

Total Projected Do-Nothing City Funding Required for LMDs $377,256 $388,884 $401,027 $413,708 $426,951 $440,784 $455,233 $470,326 $486,094 $502,568 $519,781

Total Recommended City Funding (From Advisory Committee) $265,530 $523,807 $427,497 $383,900 $235,292 $136,726 $50,703 $52,224 $53,790 $55,404 $57,066

City General Benefit Contribution (2) $111,726 $115,078 $118,530 $122,086 $125,749 $129,521 $133,407 $137,409 $141,531 $145,777 $150,150

Total City Funding (Recommended  + General Benefit) $377,256 $638,884 $546,027 $505,986 $361,041 $266,247 $184,109 $189,632 $195,321 $201,181 $207,217

Net City Funding Total (Advisory Committee Recommendation + General Benefit)
(Difference between Total City Funding and Do-Nothing) $250,000 $145,000 $92,278 ($65,911) ($174,537) ($271,123) ($280,694) ($290,773) ($301,387) ($312,565)
February 25, 2019 -Do-Nothing Scenario COMBINED

  
NOTES for LMD Advisory Committee Do-Nothing Scenario: Draft Proposed Funding Request for LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1:

(2) In the Current Year, City's General Benefit contribution is $111,726 ($64,949 for LMD 83-1 + $46,767 for LMD 86-1). The City has been escalating its contribution annually by the CPI. Therefore, future years assume a 3% annual escalation of the 
      City's General Benefit contribution under a Do Nothing scenario to $122,086 in Year 3 forward vs. a Year 3 increase to 10% of new assessments (or $140,000) as in the Recommended scenario. 

(3) Funding provided by City in the Current Year to cover water costs =  $165,530 ($113,873 for LMD 86-1 + $51,657 for LMD 86-1).  Assumes escalation rate of 5%/year for water.  Water costs would fail to become more manageable in the future
      years in the absence of installation of drought tolerant landscaping and more efficient irrigations systems.  

LMD 83-1

 LMD 86-1 

No
LMD
Ballot
Vote

LMD 83-1 and LMD 86-1 

Year 2
FY20/21

No 
LMD
Ballot
Vote

(1) In the Current Year, City is contributing $50,000 for each LMD for tree removal. Assumes future years would require at least the same investment to address tree emergencies.  Does not lead to stabilization of trees and tree maintenance.

No
LMD
Ballot
Vote


